
Metagenomics of hydrothermal fumaroles to study the 
evolution of early life at high temperatures 
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Extremophilic Archaea 
In an anthropocentric vision, extremophiles are organisms living at conditions inhospitable for 
human beings. 

Most, but not all, extremophiles belong to the domain of Archaea and most, but not all, Archaea 
are extremophiles. 

No fossil nucleic acids: no molecular signatures 
Only phylogenetic analysis can be performed 

Phylogenetic analysis with several molecular probes locates 
(hyper)thermophiles in the basal position of the tree 

Deinococcus radiodurans 
pH 7.0, 37°C 

Radiation (5000 Gy), cold, 
dessication, vacuum, acid, etc  

Strain121 
120°C 

(130°C) 

Picrophilus torridus 
pH 0.06 Halobacterium 

NaCl 5.5 M 

Halomonas salaria 
1000 atm; 4°C 

Extremophiles require these conditions for living (extremophily vs 
extremotolerance) 



Why the study of thermophilic archaea is relevant in 
astrobiology? 

Experiment ELESEO 
 Effects of the Long Exposure to the Space 
environment on Extremophilic Organis  



Exploration of hydrothermal vents on Earth for astrobiology 

Culture-independent surveys (rRNA genes) have identified 
a widespread euryarchaeotal lineage, DHVE2 

Exploration of these environments on Earth can teach us a 
lot on how life originated/evolved and it is a cheap 
alternative/parallel to space exploration 
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IBBR in ASI-ECMB: System Biology of hyperthermophylic Archaea 
Molecular Biology 

Protein glycosylation 

Enzymatic bocatalysis and biotransformations 

Regulation of gene expression 

mesophiles 
(hyper)thermophiles 

Evolution 

LUCA%

Biodiversity of extreme environments 



Sampling site: Solfatara Pisciarelli Agnano (Naples) 

Naples 

800 m2 

T=60-92°C 
pH= 1.5-6.0 
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800 m2 

85°C 
pH 5.5 

92°C 
pH 1.5 

40°50’34’’N; 14°9’56’’E 
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Cul+va+on0dependent%approach%
Sampling 

16S rRNA  
amplification 

DNA  
extraction 

Sequencing 

Plating 

Microorganisms 
isolation 

Microbiological 
characterization 

the Approach 

Sampling 

DNA  
extraction 

Cloning and library construction 

Sequencing 
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sequence assembly into  
contigs and scaffolds. 

Data analysis and  
microorganisms identification 

Metagenomic%approach%

vs 
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Naples 

Hong Kong 

Marseille 

Sydney 

Project flowchart 



Sampling in Pool 1 
hot spring water and 
mud (pH 5.5, 86°C) 

Pool 1 sample was centrifuged and the total DNA was extracted from the debries. 

Sampling in Pool 2 
hot spring sediment 

(pH 1.5, 92°C) 

Pool 2 sample was dissolved in salt medium, centrifuged, and the total DNA was 
extracted from the debries. 

Sampling and DNA preparation 
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Comparison of metagenomic analyses between Pisciarelli and Yellowstone  
(hyper)thermophilic environments 

Inskeep  et al. 2010; PloS One 5 (3) (January): e9773. doi:
10.1371/journal.pone.0009773 

* 14,000-15,000 Sanger reads/site 
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CS: Calcite Springs 
CH: Crater Hills 
JC: Joseph’s Coat 
MHS: Mammoth Hot Spring 
NGB: Norris Geyser Basin 

Yellowstone National Park 
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Take home messages 

The Pisciarelli solfatara shows 
remarkable diversity 

The metagenomic approach reported 
here aim to map the biological diversity 
of two neighboring mud pools highly 
different in T and pH. 

The Pisciarelli solfatara hosts unknown 
organisms of uncertain philogenetic 
origin.  

Among known organisms, the analysis of the metagenomic data allowed the identification 
of metabolic pathways and demonstrated remarkable differences in biological variation 
between the two pools, also when compared to more physically distant hyperthermal 
sites. 

The high number of complete ORFs from the two pools offers the opportunity to clone 
and express genes of applicative and basic interest. 

The vicinity of the Pisciarelli solfatara allows the constant monitoring of its biodiversity 
and offers the possibility of performing in-vivo studies 

The same approach can be applied to other extreme environments 
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